
Introduction

The title of the present elaboration is:

Fractional Diffusion Equations and Fox's H-Functions

with Examples from Physics

The fractional diffusion equations in very simple way describe the phenomenon of anonalous diffusion. In the

one-dimensional form they represent a continuous transition (Schneider and Wyss [SWy1989]) between Fick's

diffusion law and the wave equation by continuous change of the time derivative order. In this elaboration the

importance of variance analysis concerning evaluation of physical measured data on diffusion is emphasized.

The relation already given by A. Einstein on normal diffusion, during this elaboration is to be specified and to

be  generalized  consistently  for  anomalous  diffusion.  For  this  there  are  preparations  (West  et  al.

[WGMN1997]).  The  validity  of  Einstein's  relation  also  for  diffusive  processes  with  final  spreading  speed  is

dealed with on the verge, too (chapter 1).

Fox's  H-functions  and  their  Fourier  convolutions  represent  the  solution  space  (Schneider  and  Wyss

[SWy1989]) of the diffusion equations being dealed with here. Fox's H-functions (Dixon and Ferrar [DF1936];

Fox [Fox1961]) are described as Mellin Barnes integrals (Mellin [Mel1910]; Barnes [Bar1908]), which can be

dealed  with  analytically  and  numerically  (Mathai  and  Saxena  [MS1978])  comparatively  well.  Expansions of

function theory are discussed, where this elaboration needs it (chapter 2).

For the analytical and numerical evaluation during this elaboration the computer algebra system Mathematica

plays an extraordinary part, where a computer algebra package named FractionalCalculus has been built up on

purpose to do the huge calculation work.

When  solving  time  fractional  diffusion  equations,  the  solution  by  Schneider  and  Wyss  [SWy1989]  is  to  be

verified and to be discussed especially for fractal space dimensions. The space fractional diffusion equation by

Seshadri  and  West  [SWe1982]  is  to  be  discussed,  too.   Furthermore  a  normal  distribution  (Wei  et  al.

[WBL2000]) with anomalous time depending variance is checked, whether it is based on a dynamic equation

being physically easy to understand. In a consistently combined model of a time and space fractional diffusion

equation a stable solution concerning variance is to be found (chapter 3).



Two  application  examples  to  the  theoretical  sketch  of  fractional  diffusion  equations  shall  be  discussed.  For

this,  the  section  Nuclear  Resonance  Spectroscopy at the  University  of  Ulm,  leaded  by Mr.  Professor  Dr. R.

Kimmich, and the research group Surface and Deep Temperature Physics of the Department for Physics at the

University of  Konstanz,  leaded  by Mr.  Professor  Dr. P.  Leiderer,  each kindly made available  corresponding

measured data for further evaluation. 

The comparison to measured data, which is based on a diffusive process in a fractal space dimension, is to be

done,  where  the  measured  data  (Zavada  and  Kimmich  [ZK1998])  has  given  the  occasion  to  a  co-operation

(Zavada et al. [ZSKN1999])  with the section Nuclear Resonance Spectroscopy. The unanswered questions to

theoretical understanding of the doctoral thesis [Zav1999] by T. Zavada (Link) are to be cleared up (chapter 4).

A further comparison to measured data (Wei et al. [WBL2000]) of anomalous diffusion, which was recorded at

the University of Konstanz, is to be done with the calculated propagator of the best fitting among the fractional

diffusion equations and the normal distribution being modified concerning variance. The comparison needs a

Fourier  convolution,  which  in  the  corresponding  context  gives  an  alternative  to  Voigt's  profiles  concerning

stability of variance (Kapitel 5).

The  elaboration  has  been  cared  for  scientifically  by  Mr.  Professor  Dr.  T.  F.  Nonnenmacher.  The  program

package  FractionalCalculus has  been  designed  in  co-operation  with  Mr.  Professor  Dr.  G.  Baumann,  who

correctly emphasizes the importance of computer algebra for many fields of theoretical physics.

In the course of this elaboration the presentation of the results being used within computer algebra (and a little

bit  needing habituation)  is  withdrawn.  Merely the style  of  the  function names in  the form being used  by the

computer algebra system Mathematica (Wolfram [Wol1997]) reminds, how all results pesented here have been

checked by the author per machine and mostly also by hand of Mr. Professor Nonnenmacher.

In the appendices background information is found and mathematical  aspects, which finish the understanding

of the elaboration or enable an explicit reckoning over again.
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